From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Haig
comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
transmission line
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:37:35 AM

To whom it may concern,
I am a landowner in Town of Berry and also in Town of Vermont. The proposed path for the transmission line is
nearly directly over my property. I am very strongly opposed to this line. The trends for electricity use show a
decline rather than an increase, so I believe this line is simply an excuse for the power company to say that they are
using more "renewable energy" by bringing in energy from wind farms in Iowa. What about the NON-renewable
environment you will be destroying in building this power line? There are sufficient energy sources in Wisconsin
already and the potential to exploit more renewable source right here in our state should our energy demands rise.
Stop the destruction of our environment to satisfy demands for greater revenue!
Please do not build this line. There is no need for it and every reason not to do it.
Thank you for your attention.
--Kathy Haig

From:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Hallick Farm Airport Town of Vermont -- WI66
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 12:40:13 PM

]
From: John Hallick [
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2016 10:24 AM
To: Rankin, Dennis - RD, Washington, DC <Dennis.Rankin@wdc.usda.gov>
Cc: Michael McDermott

Subject: Hallick Farm Airport Town of Vermont -- WI66
As an update, I have in hand the final certificates of approval for the Hallick Farm Airport/Helipad
from both the FAA and the Wisconsin Bureau of Aeronautics.
The helipad is complete and has been for several months. The turf runway is under construction and
will be completed in 2017.
Please add the above to the PSC comments and filings.
If you would like anything additional, please ask.
Happy Holidays,
John Hallick

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended
recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the
information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal
penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and
delete the email immediately.

From:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
dennis.Ranking@wdc.usa.gov; Brian.Sutherland@tn.usa.gov;
Hallick Farm Airport
Friday, November 04, 2016 11:05:23 AM
Ltr t-Pete Holtz w-encs. (A2506244x9DEB4).pdf

Last night I attended the EIS Open House at the Middleton Wisconsin Marriot. During the meeting I
talked to both Dennis Rankin and Brian Sutherland who suggested I make additional comment
regarding my farm airport. Attached is the information which was previously sent to Peter Holtz of
the ATC.
Between now and the time the letter was sent to the ATC, the Wisconsin Bureau of Aeronautics and
the FAA has both approved my application. The helipad is complete and the runway will be
completed by next year. We needed to wait for the crops to come out of the field before
completing the turf runway. If you are looking at Google Earth what you see will be deceiving. The
turf runway will extend through the tree line. Use the GPS coordinates to identify the actual
location.
I purchased this property over a year and a half ago with the express purpose of building the helipad
and the runway. Putting the transmission line through my property takes from me that opportunity.
If that opportunity is taken from me, I will use any and all means to recoup my investment from
those taking that opportunity away from me. Any reasonable person would do the same.
As a note, the helipad location is programmed into the University of Wisconsin Medivac helicopters
navigational computers. The helipad is a designated pick up point to be used as needed to pick-up
and transport local residents to the hospital. The Hallick Farm Helipad, identified as WI66, is part of
our local EMS system.
In addition to the above, the Town of Vermont is one of the most beautiful areas of Wisconsin.
Living here is a gift. Why anyone would want to run a transmission line through pristine land that
should be preserved is beyond me. Especially, when there is another corridor along a highway. Who
preserves our land and the fabric of our communities if we don’t? We are the stewards of the
Township.
In addition to the unparalleled beauty of the lands, my farm has woods that are teaming with
wildlife. There are Deer, Turkey, Herons, Bald Eagles, you name it. We don’t hunt the property. We
are the stewards of the land.
Respectfully,
John Hallick

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Evy Halverson
Comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
comment letter opposition
Monday, January 02, 2017 8:22:55 PM
letter to SWCA Envir Cons..docx
photo to SWCA Envir Cons.pdf

To Whom it may concern:
Attached is our comments in regard to the Cardinal Hickory Creek EIS. It is also being
mailed.
We strongly oppose this line going through our Townships and Counties.
Attached is a letter and aerial photo of the location of one of our properties.
Hopefully you take consideration of the devastation this line would do especially going
through the northern route.
Thank you
Vernon and Evelyn Halverson

Vernon and Evelyn Halverson

We are land owners on the following Roads
Sweeney Road, Town of Arena
County Road M, Town of Dodgeville
County Road ZZ and Dyerson Rd, Town of Dodgeville
18/151 - Prairie Rd, Village of Ridgeway
We as residents in the Town of Arena, Iowa County strongly oppose the construction of the Cardinal-Hickory Creek
Transmission Line Project. It will be a burden financially on all of Wisconsin and residents of Counties it goes through
and has not proven that it is even needed. The concern seems to only be for them to create a larger profit margin for
themselves with no regard to land owners. The Towns of Dodgeville, Wyoming, Arena, and Vermont have the most
beautiful countryside in Wisconsin. The idea of destroying that is inconceivable.
We own 100 acres in the Town of Arena on Sweeney Road. We strongly oppose the power lines going in the vicinity let
alone on our property. We lived on this property for 19 years with the plan of it being our ability to retire on the value
of the land. We have established values of the different parcels we have already sold. As such 002-0763.A home and 20
acre lot sold for $725,000, neighboring lot of 12.4 acres sold for $220,000, both of which resold in 2015 together for
$950,000. We also sold a neighboring parcel for $120,000, 14 acres without a building site. The northern 31 acres along
Sweeney Road is sold at a price of $350,000.
This 100 acres of land is at this value because of the beauty and varied features it holds. It has seclusion for each parcel.
There are bluffs and rock formations though out the whole property. It has hardwood and pine trees of various
varieties including jack pines. There are springs, streams, several ponds and water gardens. The view from the lots and
home are not to be compared. It has panoramic views from Mt Horeb and across to Dodgeville. Placing power poles
across the whole viewable area would be a devastation and monetary hardship for not only us but all the owners of
these lots and homes. This land was bought because of its peaceful and beautiful views. It is secluded, the home we
built and lived in can only be seen from a few vantage points, and can for the most party only see countryside. Which is
the only reason it has sold twice for that price. It has an abundance of wild life of all kinds which may be affected by
these power lines, including cricket frogs noted in the area by the DNR. If a line of power poles are constructed in any
area on this property, it will be ruined forever.
We have spent the last 23 years maintaining this land. To keep the natural beauty available to us, our family, and any
future owners to enjoy as we have.
We have two parcels on the market now, both priced in the $300,000 range. If these power lines go even in view of any
of these lots it will devastate the values of our lots and the lots already sold. We also graze all 100 acres which would
create a possible health hazard for the cattle.
In addition to how it will affect us personally we are strongly against the lines crossing all of the countryside in Iowa
County and east towards Middleton. The corridor along 18/151 is open already and would not leave such a destructive
path ruining the countryside of so many land owners on the northern path. I can’t comprehend why going the northern
route would even be a viable solution compared to the open corridor of 18/151 if this line even needs to go through at
all.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission Line Comments
Friday, January 06, 2017 3:44:15 PM

I am writing to comment on the public scoping meeting held in Barneveld, WI concerning the EIS for the proposed
Cardinal-Hickory Creek transmission line project.
Socioeconomics: My opinion is that this line is unnecessary and that a full cost-benefit analysis evaluating increased
distributed energy production, energy conservation and improved energy efficiency initiatives is an essential step
needed in the evaluation process that will almost certainly obviate the need for the transmission line. This project
guarantees returns to investors who live outside the region while saddling local residents with 40 years of fixed-cost
payments. And for what? A similar investment in distributed energy installations, conservation efforts and energy
efficiency programs would clearly save money for local residents and make the project unnecessary.
In addition to this, evaluating the following environmental impacts are crucial during the environmental impact
assessment.
Environmental Justice: Running across the Driftless Area of eastern Iowa and Southwestern Wisconsin, this line will
disrupt vital conservation efforts. Four state Departments of Natural Resources have identified the Driftless Area as
THE MOST IMPORTANT ecological region in the Midwest. To those of us who reside in this area, it is as
precious and unique an area as the Grand Canyon, and should be treated as such.
Soils: The soil itself is a treasure, having remained unglaciated for the last 500,000 years. That covers the last three
glacial advances, all of which left the Driftless unscarred.
Vegetation: Because of the rugged nature of the Driftless area (there are NO natural lakes in the Driftless - they have
all drained away over time) the area is relatively undeveloped. Along with the unique soils, this has left the Driftless
with a large share of still-native grasslands and forests, unmatched in quality in the Midwest. Invasive plant and
animal corridors would be established with the proposed power line project.
Visual Resources: With it’s rugged topography, there are vistas in the Driftless area where you can see more than
50 miles. With 4-5 towers per mile, what is now a beautiful, rolling countryside would be marred with literally
hundreds of towers in view that would loom twice the height of the tree line or any other manmade object in the
entire region of the project. The visual transformation would be a permanent travesty unlike anything else in
existence or on the drawing board.
Please add my name to your email list for responses and updates on the project, and please incorporate my
comments in your analysis.
Sincerely,
Doug Hansmann

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LARRY HARTZKE
comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Comments From Larry Hartzke on the Proposed Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission Line Project
Sunday, January 01, 2017 11:40:06 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Cardinal-Hickory Creek
Transmission Line proposal.
I am writing to express my hope that the proposed electrical transmission line be constructed
only if it is objectively shown that, in the foreseeable future , i.e., the next 20 years or so, the
Dane County Wisconsin area is likely to require the proposed transmission line to meet its
demand for electricity; AND if it is determined and shown that those additional electrical
needs cannot and should not be met by the projected, realistic contribution that can be made
from BOTH conservation of demand and the cost-effective development of locally-provided
renewable electrical energy.
In other words, I believe that the construction of this transmission line should only be
approved after it has been objectively determined that Dane County’s electricity requirements
cannot be met by further cost-effective and achievable conservation measures and additional
locally-produced, renewable electrical supply.
If, as a result of the analysis I propose above, it is determined that an additional electrical
transmission line should be constructed, I suggest that neither of the proposed transmission
line routes be selected. Both of them cut across the entire length of the Driftless Area, most of
which is in southwest Wisconsin, from Madison to the Mississippi River. The huge
continuous towers and lines would be an added eyesore to any landscape; an eyesore that can’t
be mitigated. In fact, routing such a huge line through the beautiful landscape of the Driftless
Area should be avoided.
From an esthetic standpoint, both of the currently proposed routes are poor. The proposed
option of the route going past or close to the Pleasant Valley Conservancy is bad insofar as,
over the past 20-25 years, hundreds of people have volunteered their time and money to
restore an entire large hillside to its historic oak savanna environment. Through their
longstanding efforts, the Pleasant Valley Conservancy, on Pleasant Valley Road, is a source of
spiritual enrichment for many persons in the area.
The alternative route of the line along Military Ridge, from Mount Horeb to Monfort, is also
bad because it would be a continuous visual blight to motorists traveling US Why. 18/151.
For many people who do not take the time to stop and explore special places in the Driftless
Area, such as Pleasant Valley Conservancy, Hwy. 18/151 is their only exposure to the
Driftless Area. Yet, the proposed route of the line along Hwy. 18 would impede travelers’
views of the landscape.
If possible, and if a line is needed, I ask that consideration be given to siting the line on a more
southerly route from the Cardinal Substation in Middleton, roughly following WI Hwy. 78
toward Blanchardville and the west toward Platteville WI. Ideally, the line would be routed
southwest to Illinois, but that may not accomplish the project’s objectives.
Larry Hartzke

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caitlin Hatch
comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
ATC transmission line
Friday, January 06, 2017 8:26:18 AM

To the Rural Utilities Service and SWCA Environmental Consultants,

My name is Caitlin Hatch and my family owns and operates dairy farm and cheese factory just
outside of Dodgeville, WI. I am shocked and extremely concerned by the news of the
proposed transmission line that could potentially run through my backyard and rip up our farm
fields.

Not only am I concerned about my rights as a property owner, I am also very concerned about
the health of my family, the negative impact this line would have on our fragile ecosystem
here in the Driftless Region of Wisconsin and the negative consequences this would have on
our economy.

The Driftless Region of Wisconsin is celebrated by locals and tourists alike. If these towers are
built, our communities will suffer on so many levels. We thrive on tourism. This line will
decrease the amount of people who come here and without tourism our communities will
dwindle. Our property values are already at stake. No one will want to move to this area once
they discover that these towers are a threat.

I would like to request that an analysis be completed to determine whether a combination of
non-transmission alternatives – new local wind and solar generation, energy efficiency,
storage – would meet actual electrical demand at a lower cost both economically and
environmentally. Please consider less damaging alternatives such as upgrading existing lowvoltage transmission lines or routing lines outside the Driftless Area to satisfy any genuine
energy demand. And better yet, wind and solar are the way of the future.

The city of Las Vegas is now completely powered by solar. This is a huge success story and
proof that a high power transmission line is out of date. This is just a last-ditch effort to make
money off of our backs. Even if no electricity were to ever run through the lines we would
still be required to pay them at 10.2% return. This is outrageous, selfish and unacceptable.
Please choose to help preserve this earth so that our children have a healthy place to grow up.

A concerned community member and business owner,
Caitlin Hatch

-Caitlin Farwell Hatch

1/19/2017

SWCA Mail - Cardinal-Hickory Creek Public Scoping Comment

David Reinhart <comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us>

CardinalHickory Creek Public Scoping Comment
2 messages
Reply-To:
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us

Thu, Jan 5, 2017 at 8:59 AM

National Environmental Policy Act comments regarding the Cardianl-Hickory Creek Transmssion Line Project.
First Name: Eric
Last Name: Haugen
Email:
Comments: My wife and my two sons live at
. We are the 4th generation living on the old family homestead. We are very
concerned about the Cardinal Hickory Creek line potential route going near/through our property.
1) We currently enjoy beautiful scenic views that would be scarred installing 100-150 foot power tower.
2) We are also concerned about the noise produced. We are living in a nice quiet rural area were we hear deer & turkeys walking up in our woods. We also enjoy
listening to the birds chatter/singing. This enjoyment would be forever scarred/taken away with the installation of these massif power line system.
3) We also have mature trees growing on our property that are 100+ years old. Some of these trees were already established before my grandfather settled on our
farm. We don't want to lose this part of our history.
Please do not run the Cardinal Hickory creek line through our beautiful Vermont township. Can this go along some of the major roads that the noise and scenery
would not be effected as much?
Please let me know if you have any questions,
Sincerely,
Eric Haugen
home ph.

Comments <comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us>
To: Adrian Hogel <AHogel@swca.com>

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 2:45 PM

[Quoted text hidden]
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lila/Dave Zastrow/Hendrickson
comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Proposed Cardinal Hickory Creek transmission line
Monday, December 12, 2016 6:44:07 PM

We live north of Appleton WI on the route of the new Bay Lakes transmission line and were interveners at the
technical hearings before the PSC. Our impression having been through the process is that only lip service was
payed to alternative solutions which could have eliminated the need for the project or at least scaled it back to a less
damaging size. While being a blight on the landscape and an insult to the environment these large transmission
projects also serve as a means to get the utilities hands deeper into the pockets of rate payers across the state.
Imagine investing all these millions in local solutions which would strengthen the grid from the distribution side and
keep our energy dollars in the state.
We are still fighting to limit the damage ATC has planned for our property and hope that the PSC denies the
Cardinal Hickory Creek line if for no other reason than to preserve the timeless beauty and biodiversity of an area
that even the last ice age did not touch. Considering the rapid changes in the way energy is produced and consumed
today the very idea of taking out a 30 year mortgage to shore up 100 year old technology is like building the bigger
dinosaur, even as the meteor of their demise is on the horizon. Moving wind energy hundreds or thousands of miles
only discourages local energy development and opens the grid to potential sabotage or bankruptcy.
This is a complex problem to which few people give any thought. Our state government has washed it's hands of
any responsibility in energy planning leaving everything up to the deals worked out between industry and the PSC.
While
the ranks of the PSC are full of hard working, thoughtful people, we found in our excursion through the system that
the political winds blow stronger the closer you get to the top near the revolving door between government and
industry. It appears that industry has taken control of the regulatory process.

David Hendrickson and Lila Zastrow
.

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Drift less Area Powerline
Monday, November 07, 2016 9:29:29 AM

I am writing to share our thoughts on the proposed power line running thru the "driftless area"
in SW Wisconsin.
We own a 182 acre farm along County Highway ZZ.....my family has owned this for almost
30 years and we have put our heart and soul into improving and enhancing the natural beauty
of this area
We were devastated when a tornado came thru our farm in June of 2014, destroying our 100
year old barn ( that had just been restored totally in 2012), along with our Sears @ Roebuck
kit home ( circa 1926).
We have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars since then in an effort to restore the farm and
try to get it back to its former natural beauty.
We are devastated to hear that an unnecessary high voltage line is being proposed to run
directly thru our property and destroy all we have worked so hard to accomplish.
Please reconsider the route for this "line" and whether it is even necessary,,,,,please think of
the impact this has on families in the proposed area....an area of natural beauty that took
thousands of years to evolve into what it is today!
Thank you for your consideration,
Gary & Heidi Holberg & Family

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Comments and concerns related to the proposed Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission Line Project
Thursday, December 29, 2016 4:50:28 PM

To: Parties responsible for gathering public comments on the proposed construction of the
Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission Line, with comments to be considered in the development of
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
FROM: Monte Hottmann

Please include my comments with others you have received to be used as input in drafting an
Environmental Impact Statement regarding the proposed Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission Line
Project. The proposed high voltage electricity transmission line is proposed to run 125 miles from
Dubuque, Iowa to Middleton, Wisconsin
My first point regarding impact of the project is that to construct a line that has not been proven to
be needed is the most serious negative impact possible with financial resources diverted from other
needs, and with the damage the project would do to the environment.
Others have presented information through this study process that utilities in the Midwest, including
those in Wisconsin, are showing less demand for electricity, and are projecting even less demand
due to increased efficiency by end users of heating and lighting systems in housing, business and
industry. This efficiency is expected to increase more in the future. In addition to reduced electric
energy usage, technological improvements in solar energy, wind energy and battery storage allow an
increasing number of businesses and homes to provide for their own electrical power needs.
Under Wisconsin law, the Public Service Commission is charged with approving new energy infrastructure only if the new facility satisfies the reasonable needs of the public for an adequate supply
of electrical energy. The public of the State of Wisconsin demand and must receive from those that
govern strong vigilance over added costs for thel generation and transmission of electricity. If
unneeded electricity infrastructure is developed in Wisconsin, it brings significant losses to the state
with the inappropriate use of public funds as stated below:
1.
2.

It brings large and unnecessary costs to tax payers.
It reduces the incentive and desire of the legislature and governor to tax the tax payers for
even more funds to be used for education, transportation and other important needs.
3. It causes damage to and loss of appropriate utility of the land and forest lost in the
development of the transmission line.
4. It impacts air quality due to more fossil fuels used in the generation of electricity.

We all understand the importance of adequate electricity, and want it and expect it to be provided

as we demand it. The trade-offs are too great for us to develop more transmission lines if not
needed. An honest and comprehensive study of the need for the Cardinal-Hickory Creek
Transmission Line Project must take place, and if it is determined that it is needed, the placement of
the line is critical in protecting our natural resources, our environment, the ecology of our area and
the history and cultural sites of our area.
Thanks for the opportunity for input, please keep the public very informed about the CardinalHickory Creek Transmission line project/issue and continue to ask for the public input.

